1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Asperger syndrome (AS) is an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in which impairment in emotional and social interaction occurs in the context of relatively preserved development of general intellectual skills and verbal language. However, atypical language is often present as qualitative abnormalities in prosody, rate, volume, pragmatics or frequency of speech production ([@bb0400]).

The "Weak Central Coherence" hypothesis of ASD refers to a particular cognitive style characterised by a bias toward processing details rather than global aspects of information ([@bb0150]). This possible though not generalisable ASD profile, explains the superiority of some ASD individuals in the performance of visuospatial tasks compared to typically developed controls; likewise, it broadly suggests reduced top-down (cognitive) regulation and increased bottom-up (stimulus-driven) information processing ([@bb0150]). Correspondingly, at the neural level, individuals with ASD show aberrant functional connectivity between distributed cortical regions ([@bb0175; @bb0340]) and a relative over-development of short compared to long-range cortical structural connections ([@bb0050]). The nature and pattern of the interregional disconnectivity proposed to underlie these observations are consistent with genetic and environmental determinants occurring early during neurodevelopment ([@bb0140; @bb0190]).

Neurodevelopmental events like myelination, axonal growth and synaptic remodelling shape the pattern of connectivity and putatively contribute to cortical complex morphology (e.g. cortical folding) ([@bb0220]). Accordingly, cortical surface features including folding are regarded as an indirect expression of the balance between local and long-range connectivity, arising in part from axonal tension ([@bb0160; @bb0390]).

In AS and ASD, MRI cortical surface abnormalities are documented: for instance, [@bb0250] examined the cortical folding and found deeper intraparietal sulci in AS relative to typically developed control individuals. In addition, [@bb0405] reported cortical thinning in temporal, parietal and frontal regions in ASD compared with controls. In ASD, MRI has been used to characterise structural (DTI and volumetric) (e.g. [@bb0015; @bb0205; @bb0210]) and functional (e.g. [@bb0175; @bb0340]) correlates of local and inter-regional disrupted connectivity.

In a previous structural MRI study of Asperger syndrome (AS) ([@bb0300]), we demonstrated increased grey matter heterogeneity relative to controls using a surface-based method: texture analysis ([@bb0125]). We also observed that whole brain measures of grey matter heterogeneity (measured with TA) correlated with the relative volume of the caudate nuclei in AS participants ([@bb0300]).

Texture analysis (TA) enables the complex characterisation of the gray-level pattern on MR images, the pixel inter-relations and spectral properties of the images ([@bb0195]). By using automated algorithms, TA extracts quantitative features that evaluate the intensity and distribution of the signal on MR images ([@bb0055]). Neuropsychiatric applications of MRI texture analysis include epilepsy ([@bb0260]), mild traumatic brain injury ([@bb0165]), multiple sclerosis ([@bb0375]), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) ([@bb0070]), Alzheimer disease ([@bb0415]), and schizophrenia ([@bb0120]). Although the relationship between MRI-derived textural parameters and brain architecture is still unclear, myelo- and cytoarchitectural features (the main contributors to the MRI T1 signal) may explain the grey-level 'heterogeneity' on MR images measured with TA ([@bb0010; @bb0095; @bb0265]).

Based on theoretical relationships between complex cortical morphology and interregional connectivity, and reinforced by the findings of our previous studies, we hypothesised that subtle structural MRI abnormalities, expressed as increased grey matter heterogeneity and correlating with the morphometric integrity of basal ganglia (caudate nucleus), will relate to disrupted connectivity of cortico-striatal networks in AS during word production. In short, distributed grey matter abnormalities in AS reflect a process that compromises interaction between cortical and subcortical regions and ultimately communication skills in AS.

We focussed on the word production/verbal fluency paradigm in part due to the widely demonstrated role of cortico-striatal interaction in the control of speech production ([@bb0290]). One proposed role of the caudate nucleus in word generation is in selecting between competing responses in a proficiency-dependent manner, as exemplified in the language-switching of multilingual individuals ([@bb0005; @bb0130; @bb0345; @bb0370]). Related to this mechanism is the proposal that caudate engagement may fine-tune interactions between automatic and more complex language processing ([@bb0115]), for example during rule-based inflection of regular verbs, ([@bb0255]) or the resolution of word ambiguity ([@bb0200]). These accounts of basal ganglia contributions to language also fit with a proposal that, for general executive and motor functions, the striatum modulates thalamo-cortical information flow by inhibiting unwanted competing information, thereby enhancing the desired behavioural responses. This may be achieved in part via a dopaminergic regulatory mechanism originating in the substantia nigra ([@bb0245]). In people with AS and other ASD, disruption of cortico-striatal contributions to cognitive control may foster the expression of repetitive restricted behaviours including stereotyped language, abnormal intonation or prosody and emotionally/socially impoverished conversations ([@bb0280]). Correspondingly, the basal ganglia (including caudate nucleus and lentiform nucleus) and their cortical connections are structurally affected in ASD and implicated in stereotypical behaviours and executive dysfunction ([@bb0205; @bb0355; @bb0380]).

To test our hypothesis that, in AS, the observed grey matter heterogeneity associated with the integrity of basal ganglia (specifically caudate nucleus) relates to disconnectivity of cortico-striatal networks during speech production, we applied an integrative "stepwise" strategy combining complex structural and functional MRI datasets within the same participants ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}):1.In a first step, we extracted textural parameters for characterizing grey matter heterogeneity on MR images. We compared texture parameters between AS participants and controls and found regional volumetric correlates of texture parameters (for example, the grey matter volume of caudate nuclei; [@bb0300]).2.We then measured, using fMRI, regional brain responses evoked during a verbal fluency task that elicits activation in basal ganglia/caudate. We tested for experimental condition and group effects on the caudate task-evoked activity.3.Subsequently, we identified cortico-caudate networks during word production using functional connectivity analyses (psycho-physiological interaction; PPI). We thereby identified caudate connections that were differently modulated by grey matter textural parameters in AS and controls (diagnosis-by-texture parameter interaction on PPI contrast images).4.We further characterised the effective connectivity of cortico-caudate networks using dynamic causal modelling (DCM). We therefore modelled intrinsic (task-independent) and modulatory (task-dependent) connections between caudate, and PPI identified nodes in AS and controls.

2. Method {#s0020}
=========

2.1. Participants {#s0025}
-----------------

Forty-eight adult participants representing 22 individuals with AS diagnosis (11 males) and 26 controls (12 males) were included in the study. All participants gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1991), and the procedures were approved by the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (NHNN) Research Ethics Committee. Functional brain responses evoked during a verbal fluency task were combined with textural information from segmented grey matter structural MR images. Data from this sample are reported in published studies ([@bb0020; @bb0025; @bb0300]). Inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented in these papers. In brief, no significant differences between groups were observed for age, handedness or verbal fluency (number of words produced during the word generation task). However, a significant difference in the National Adult Reading Test (NART) score was observed (AS \< controls; mean AS = 29.95 ± 7.99, mean controls = 35.08 ± 6.25, F(1,46) = 6.02, p = 0.016). Likewise, ten participants had maintenance treatment with antidepressants (SSRIs) ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).

2.2. Functional imaging during the verbal fluency paradigm {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------

The fMRI protocol for the verbal fluency task is described in an earlier paper ([@bb0020]). Briefly, echo-planar images (TR = 2.4 sec, TE = 50 ms, 5 mm slice thickness, 25 slices) were acquired on a 1.5 T Siemens Avanto scanner (Siemens Medical Systems AG, Erlangen, Germany) with 145 volumes collected per participant. The verbal fluency paradigm was created as a response-locked design, comprising six 40-second word generation conditions (letters T, L, B, O, A, N) and six 40-second control conditions during which participants responded with button presses to briefly presented visual stimuli (flashing crosses). Functional images were spatially realigned, motion corrected, normalised to the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) template then smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/>). Pre-processed images were then analysed within General Linear Models (GLM) including regressors for the 'letter' condition composed of the time onsets when the participant produced an appropriate word and the 'control' condition composed of the time onsets when the participant saw the flashing crosses. Importantly, time onsets of the visual stimuli in the 'control' condition were matched to the onsets of word production in the previous 'letter' block. Instruction blocks were also entered in the model. Each regressor was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) together with time and dispersion derivatives. Motion parameters were included as covariates of no interest. Appropriate T contrasts were created for the 'letter' and 'control' conditions for second level (group) and connectivity analyses.

### 2.2.1. Second-level (group) analysis of fMRI verbal fluency data {#s0035}

The individual contrast images for 'letter' and 'control' conditions were used as dependent variables in a flexible factorial General Linear Model (GLM) implemented in SPM8. Three factors were used as independent regressors: a 'subject' factor modelling between-subjects variance; a within-subjects factor ('condition') with two levels: 'letter' and 'control'; a between-subjects 'group' factor testing for differences between AS and controls. Non-sphericity corrections were applied to account for violations of independence of errors and equality of variance for the within-subjects 'condition', respectively for the 'subject' factor. NART was introduced as a covariate in the GLM to control for possible effects on brain activation, especially in the language areas. Based on the GLM we estimated the main effects for 'condition' and 'group' and the interaction effect 'condition' by 'group'.

In addition, we performed post hoc analyses within each group to better identify diagnosis specific brain activity during 'letter' and 'control' condition. Initially, we performed a conjunction analysis to find regions activated by both groups. We thereafter saved the corresponding conjunction masks at a very lenient threshold (p = 0.05 uncorrected). In the post hoc analyses, we tested for group-specific activations for the above condition contrasts while masking out the respective activity common to both groups. Further, we examined the correlation between brain activity and performance (number of words produced during 'letter'). For this, if we found group-specific significant neural responses during the 'letter' condition, we saved these clusters as regions of interest (ROIs). We then extracted for each participant the mean of the 'letter' contrast image at the specified ROI (by using REX (<http://gablab.mit.edu/index.php/research/95-gablab-site/gablab/people/swg>) and performed a bivariate correlation between the extracted data and the performance (number of words).

For statistical inference, we used the topological False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons implemented in SPM8 ([@bb0075]). We report below the clusters surviving a corrected significance threshold of p \< 0.05.

2.3. Texture analysis of grey matter images and VBM analysis based on textural parameters {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a previous study, textural parameters (TPs) (mean of grey level, entropy, uniformity) were extracted from the segmented grey matter images ([@bb0300]). Quantification of the texture parameters within the whole brain was performed on unfiltered and filtered grey matter images. For filtered data, three types of filters were applied: fine (filter width: 0.5 mm), medium (filter width: 1 mm), coarse (filter width: 1.5 mm). A set of texture parameters that differed between AS and controls was reduced to independent non-collinear variables through Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and subsequently used as regressors in a voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis on the grey matter segmented, modulated, normalised and smoothed MR images ([@bb0025; @bb0300]). One TP regressor (the PCA regression score representing a combination between filtered entropies and uniformities) correlated with the volume of caudate nuclei ([@bb0300]). This regression score was used in the present study to explore the relationship of grey matter textural heterogeneity with the caudate connectivity (see below).

2.4. Effective connectivity analyses {#s0045}
------------------------------------

After creating subject-specific standard psycho-physiological interaction terms (PPIs) as measures of caudate connectivity, we investigated the texture parameters effect on the caudate connectivity at group-level, respectively we tested the specific hypothesis that grey matter textural abnormalities differently modulate caudate connectivity during verbal fluency in participants with Asperger syndrome (AS) compared with controls.

In addition, we performed a group-level analysis based on PPI contrast images to identify brain regions showing effective functional connectivity with the caudate nuclei during word generation independent of grey matter texture heterogeneity.

Finally, dynamic causal modelling (DCM) was used to test causal interactions within cortico-caudate networks, with 'Bayesian model selection' (BMS) and 'Bayesian model averaging' (BMA) applied to estimate and compare DC models that encompassed backward and forward connections between top-down cognitive control centres and sources of bottom-up informational input into word production.

### 2.4.1. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) {#s0050}

PPI for each participant was performed on the right and left caudate nuclei using standard SPM protocols. Details about the individual PPI analysis are described in the Supplementary method. Selection of the caudate nuclei as seed/source regions was predicated on the previously demonstrated effect of grey matter texture parameters on bilateral caudate volume ([@bb0300]). In addition, conventional analyses of our fMRI data revealed activation within caudate nuclei during word generation (see [Results](#s0075){ref-type="sec"} section and [Supplementary Fig. 3](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the previously demonstrated role of these structures in speech production ([@bb0290]).

PPI for each participant was performed on the right and left caudate nuclei using standard SPM protocols. Details about the individual PPI analysis are described in the Supplementary method. Selection of the caudate nuclei as seed/source regions was predicated on the previously demonstrated effect of grey matter texture parameters on bilateral caudate volume ([@bb0300]). In addition, conventional analyses of our fMRI data revealed activation within caudate nuclei during word generation (see [Results](#s0075){ref-type="sec"} section and Supplementary Fig. 3), consistent with the previously demonstrated role of these structures in speech production ([@bb0290]).

### 2.4.2. Second-level (group) analysis based on PPI contrast images {#s0055}

Initially, we explored whether experimental manipulation ('letter' vs. 'control') and grey matter texture heterogeneity differently modulated caudate connectivity with other brain regions in AS and controls. Accordingly, we performed a second-level random effects (GLM) analysis with the individual PPI contrast images ('letter' vs. 'control') as dependent variables, diagnosis as group factor and grey matter texture and age as covariates. Grey matter texture covariate was the PCA regression score that predicted the caudate grey matter volume in the previous structural imaging analysis ([@bb0300]) (see above). Specifically, we tested for a diagnosis × grey matter texture score interaction that if significant, would have represented a differential modulatory effect of grey matter texture heterogeneity on the caudate connectivity in AS and controls. In addition, we examined the caudate connectivity during word generation vs. 'control' independent of grey matter texture heterogeneity (second-level analysis on PPI contrast images without texture score as covariate).

The statistical inference threshold was set for p \< 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons at cluster-level (FDR topological multiple comparisons correction).

### 2.4.3. Dynamic causal modelling (DCM) {#s0060}

After identifying the key regions whose connectivity with the caudate nuclei is modulated by the grey matter texture parameters, we used this information to specify and test more complex models of effective connectivity (dynamic causal models --- DCMs). We performed this analysis with DCM10 software implemented in SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>).

Like in the PPI analysis, we employed the standard protocol for DCM: time series extraction from the regions of interest, specifying for each participant a DCM adapted design matrix describing the GLM of the experimental paradigm (verbal fluency in our case), defining and estimating the DCMs, model inference by comparing the DCMs within the two groups with Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) ([@bb0270]). Details about the first-level (participant-specific) GLM adapted for DCM are provided in the Supplementary method.

#### 2.4.3.1. Time series extraction {#s0065}

We specified four regions of interest (ROIs), the left inferior frontal gyrus, the right inferior frontal gyrus extending into the adjacent right anterior insula, bilateral caudate head, and bilateral precuneus. Our selection of ROIs was motivated by: a) PPI results that showed diagnosis differences in regression slopes mediated by grey matter textural properties; b) GLM second level/group analysis that demonstrated condition and diagnosis effects on specified ROIs\' activations; and c) previously demonstrated activation during language production ([@bb0290]) and visual attention tasks ([@bb0080]).

The summary of time series (the first eigenvariate) from all the voxels within the region of interest was extracted from F contrasts of the word generation condition ('letter') and visual attention ('control') condition.

The search of activated voxels within the ROI was guided for each individual by WFU Pickatlas (<http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/PickAtlas>) masks and group analysis results. The WFU masks comprised the left inferior frontal gyrus (L-IFG) pars opercularis and pars triangularis, the bilateral caudate head (dilation = 1 mm), the right inferior frontal gyrus/insula (R-IFG/Ins) and the bilateral precuneus (PCu). We held no a priori expectation of hemispheric differences in caudate or precuneus responses during word generation; bilateral involvement of caudate head is observed during language ([@bb0290]) and other cognitive processing (i.e. attention switching; [@bb0395]). Additionally, variability in activation peak locations across participants (≈ 10 mm) may obscure hemispheric differences in midline regions like the precuneus ([@bb0100]). Consequently, for creating simpler DCMs with maximum four nodes, we used bilateral masks for caudate and precuneus time-series extraction during word generation.

Details about participant-specific dynamic causal models construction are provided in the Supplementary method and [Supplementary Table 1](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Details about participant-specific dynamic causal models construction are provided in the Supplementary method and Supplementary Table 1.

#### 2.4.3.2. DCM analysis at group level {#s0070}

I.Initially, we tested four DCMs ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} upper panel) specified under the theory of "weak central coherence" in autism spectrum conditions ([@bb0150]). Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that while performing the experimental paradigm, AS individuals will favour the bottom-up (forward) connections, whereas the controls will merely rely on top-down (backward) connections.II.Secondly, we tested models comprising modulatory effects of experimental manipulation on intrinsic connectivity ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} bottom panel).

We performed a BMA separately on the first four models (no modulatory effects), followed by a BMA on the six models featuring 'letter' modulatory effects. In addition, the BMA was applied separately within each group.

BMA is an alternative approach to Bayesian model selection (BMS), suitable when groups represent different populations (in our case normative population and AS) ([@bb0360]). This method performs the parameters\' inference on the entire model space, not on a chosen model. BMA calculates each weighted averages of each model parameter (weighting giving by the posterior probability of each model) ([@bb0270; @bb0360]).

Results reported here are the averaging results with an Occam\'s window defined by a minimal posterior odds ratio of π = 1/20, as previously used ([@bb0275]). In addition, we used the default number of samples for averaging parameters (n = 10,000). Of note, the "RFX" model averaging the Occam\'s windowing is specific to each participant. Consequently, each participant can have a different number of models in Occam\'s window ([@bb0270]).

3. Results {#s0075}
==========

3.1. Conventional fMRI results showing brain activation during word production {#s0080}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Whole-brain analysis showed a condition effect ('letter' vs. 'control') as previously described ([@bb0020]). We also found group differences qualified by an interaction condition × diagnosis effect in the left middle occipital gyrus (BA 37), left precentral and the left inferior parietal lobule ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, two of these regions (L-BA 37 and the left inferior parietal lobule) showed the significant diagnosis effect (AS \> controls) in our second-level analysis/full factorial model based on individual contrasts '*letter*' \> '*control*' ([@bb0020]).

Whole-brain analysis showed a condition effect ('letter' vs. 'control') as previously described ([@bb0020]). We also found group differences qualified by an interaction condition × diagnosis effect in the left middle occipital gyrus (BA 37), left precentral and the left inferior parietal lobule (Supplementary Fig. 1). Of note, two of these regions (L-BA 37 and the left inferior parietal lobule) showed the significant diagnosis effect (AS \> controls) in our second-level analysis/full factorial model based on individual contrasts '*letter*' \> '*control*' ([@bb0020]).

In the post hoc analyses exploring the brain activation specific for each group, the AS sample additionally engaged a cluster within the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) (MNI: − 54 8 8; k = 12; p = 2.2250e-008; FDR topological correction) during 'letter' vs. 'control' conditions. The results of post hoc analyses are presented in the '[Supplementary Fig. 2](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}'.

In the post hoc analyses exploring the brain activation specific for each group, the AS sample additionally engaged a cluster within the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) (MNI: − 54 8 8; k = 12; p = 2.2250e-008; FDR topological correction) during 'letter' vs. 'control' conditions. The results of post hoc analyses are presented in the 'Supplementary Fig. 2'.

The mean signal change extracted from the left inferior frontal cluster also correlated with the performance during the word generation in the AS group ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}).

The mean signal change extracted from the left inferior frontal cluster also correlated with the performance during the word generation in the AS group (Supplementary Fig. 2).

Specifically for the basal ganglia functionality during the word generation, we found a significant main effect of 'condition' for the contrast 'letter' \> 'control' in a cluster comprising left pallidum, left caudate nucleus and left putamen (MNI coordinates: − 12 6 − 4, − 18 − 12 22, respectively − 16 2 12; k = 394; p = 1.3659e-011; FDR topological correction) ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}).

Specifically for the basal ganglia functionality during the word generation, we found a significant main effect of 'condition' for the contrast 'letter' \> 'control' in a cluster comprising left pallidum, left caudate nucleus and left putamen (MNI coordinates: − 12 6 − 4, − 18 − 12 22, respectively − 16 2 12; k = 394; p = 1.3659e-011; FDR topological correction) (Supplementary Fig. 3).

We observed a main effect of 'group' (diagnosis) for the contrast AS \> controls in a basal ganglia cluster centred on right Pallidum (MNI coordinates 18 0 2; k = 14), but which did not survive to the multiple comparisons correction FDR at cluster level ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). There were no significant interaction effects 'condition' ×  'diagnosis' within the basal ganglia that survived the multiple comparison corrections at cluster level. We also tested for NART effects on brain activation during the word production. There were no significant results specific to our regions of interest.

We observed a main effect of 'group' (diagnosis) for the contrast AS \> controls in a basal ganglia cluster centred on right Pallidum (MNI coordinates 18 0 2; k = 14), but which did not survive to the multiple comparisons correction FDR at cluster level (Supplementary Fig. 3). There were no significant interaction effects 'condition' ×  'diagnosis' within the basal ganglia that survived the multiple comparison corrections at cluster level. We also tested for NART effects on brain activation during the word production. There were no significant results specific to our regions of interest.

3.2. PPI connectivity results {#s0085}
-----------------------------

### 3.2.1. Influence of grey matter heterogeneity on caudate connectivity during verbal fluency {#s0090}

Inclusion of the grey matter texture score within the PPI group analysis demonstrated an interaction diagnosis × texture effect, indicating covariate-dependent heterogeneity of regression slopes in AS and controls, when regressing all the voxels in the brain over the individual PPI contrast images. We re-iterate that PPI contrast images represented the task-modulated ('letter' vs. 'control') and participant-specific caudate connectivity with target regions elsewhere in the brain.

In other words, the texture score modulated the type of connectivity between caudate and other brain regions as a function of diagnosis. Specifically, the texture score in control participants positively predicted the strength of connectivity between left caudate and right anterior insula, whereas the texture score in AS demonstrated an inverse relationship with the connectivity strength between the same two regions (MNI: 36 14 8; k = 240 voxels; p = 1.0543e-004) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} middle panel).

Interestingly, a similar though statistically weaker pattern of connectivity changes was also observed between the left caudate and right anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) BA 24 (MNI: 10 32 12; alpha = 0.051 FDR topologically corrected for multiple comparisons; p = 0.0046; k = 108 voxels) ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, a similar though statistically weaker pattern of connectivity changes was also observed between the left caudate and right anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) BA 24 (MNI: 10 32 12; alpha = 0.051 FDR topologically corrected for multiple comparisons; p = 0.0046; k = 108 voxels) (Supplementary Fig. 4).

Effects in the opposite direction (positive correlation in AS, negative in controls) were observed for the connectivity between left caudate to right precuneus (MNI: 6 − 46 54; k = 476 voxels; p = 5.2718e-007) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} left panel). An interaction between diagnosis and texture score (negative correlation in AS participants, no correlation in controls) was observed for the connectivity of the right caudate with the left superior frontal gyrus (MNI: − 34 48 32; k = 277 voxels; p = 2.9982e-005) ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} right panel).

In summary, during verbal fluency, people with AS showed differences from controls in connectivity between caudate nucleus and cortical centres implicated in cognitive, emotional and social processes that could be attributed to distributed features of grey matter microstructure.

### 3.2.2. Group differences in functional connectivity of the caudate nuclei not explained by the grey matter texture score {#s0095}

In addition, PPI analysis showed verbal fluency task-related modulation ('letter' vs. 'control') between the right caudate and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA 37) (close to the Visual Word Form Area) (MNI: − 54 − 64 − 4; k = 151 voxels; p = 0.001 FDR corrected at cluster-level), positive in AS group and negative in controls ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}).

In addition, PPI analysis showed verbal fluency task-related modulation ('letter' vs. 'control') between the right caudate and the left middle temporal gyrus (BA 37) (close to the Visual Word Form Area) (MNI: − 54 − 64 − 4; k = 151 voxels; p = 0.001 FDR corrected at cluster-level), positive in AS group and negative in controls (Supplementary Fig. 5).

3.3. DCM results {#s0100}
----------------

### 3.3.1. Task-independent intrinsic causal connectivity {#s0105}

In connectivity models incorporating prefrontal regions (confined to inferior frontal gyrus), precuneus and caudate nuclei, we first tested for group differences in connectivity independent of the language task. Across the first four specified models, the AS individuals demonstrated causal connectivity driven by bottom-up connections from precuneus to caudate nucleus and from caudate nucleus to left, and right IFG respectively (i.e. model 4 was favoured in this group). In contrast, data from controls (healthy volunteers) better fitted a model of descending causal connectivity (model 3), containing bidirectional connections between the left and right IFG and top-down connections from left IFG to caudate nucleus, right IFG to caudate and caudate to precuneus ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.3.2. Causal connectivity during word generation {#s0110}

In AS, word generation ('letter effects') evoked non-specific changes in interregional connectivity, such that five of the six models of task effects had comparable lower exceedance and expected probabilities ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} right). Conversely, in controls, within the model space there was a trend for 'letter' effects to modulate exclusively top-down connections, mainly between R-IFG and caudate ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} left).

Of note, model 5 describing the modulatory effect of 'letter' on the backward connectivity between the L-IFG (Broca\'s area) and the caudate revealed a low exceedance probability in both controls and AS participants. This pattern indicates that top-down modulation from L-IFG to caudate may not be related to the word production per se, but rather to another concomitant process (i.e. response selection and/or inhibition).

In summary, during verbal fluency, people with AS still favoured bottom-up 'letter' modulatory DCMs in addition to top-down models, whereas the controls exclusively favoured the top-down 'letter' modulatory DCMs.

4. Discussion {#s0115}
=============

Our study set out to test the hypothesis that distributed MRI grey-matter (GM) heterogeneity previously correlated with the GM volume of the caudate nuclei in Asperger syndrome (AS) ([@bb0300]) also relates to abnormalities in the cortico-striatal networks during word production.

To test this hypothesis we applied a strategy that integrated in a stepwise manner results from several structural and functional (conventional and connectivity) MRI analyses. We had previously identified distributed anomalies in grey matter heterogeneity (a high-level textural measure related to microstructural differences) that correlated also to caudate volume in individuals with AS compared to controls ([@bb0300]).

Hereupon, we examined, during performance of a verbal fluency task, how the imputed heterogeneity of grey matter may influence differences between people with and without AS in the functional connectivity between caudate nucleus and cortical regions. Moreover, we incorporated caudate activity into dynamic causal models of connectivity to test for group differences in top-down versus bottom-up information processing suggested theoretically.

Two main findings stood out as significant for understanding Asperger syndrome pathogenesis:1.The functional connectivity of the caudate nuclei was atypical in participants with AS relative to matched controls. Furthermore, subtle distributed MRI morphological abnormalities, measured with grey matter textural parameters, abnormally modulated connectivity between caudate nucleus and discrete cortical regions in AS.2.Models of connectivity incorporating the caudate nucleus, and testing for causal influences of one region on another, showed greater dominance of bottom-up/feed-forward parieto-striato-frontal connections in AS. This contrasted with dominance of top-down/feedback fronto-striato-parietal functional connectivity in controls during speech production and visual attention.

Thus in the present study, we demonstrated that grey matter textural parameters in AS impact on the connectivity between the caudate nuclei and several frontal and parietal regions (i.e. right insula/IFG, ACC, precuneus, dorsolateral PFC) compared with control participants. Taking these grey matter textural measures as a high-level expression of distributed, developmentally determined differences in cytoarchitecture and local connectivity, our findings support the hypothesis that ASDs are disconnection syndromes. Thus, previous MRI studies attribute to the regions encompassed within the 'texture-sensitive' caudate networks high functional relevance to language, executive functions and selective visual attention ([@bb0060; @bb0110; @bb0135; @bb0290; @bb0315]).

The atypical connectivity between caudate and frontal language/cognitive control regions that we observed in AS extends earlier evidence from neuroimaging studies of sentence comprehension that show low functional connectivity along the language circuitry in autism compared with controls ([@bb0175; @bb0180]). At a general level, our results converge with reports that show atypical fronto-striatal-parietal circuitry during cognitive control in ASDs ([@bb0185; @bb0225; @bb0365; @bb0380]).

Interestingly, during word production, the AS group demonstrated a higher activation within a small region of Broca\'s area (left inferior frontal gyrus, BA 44) that was also inversely correlated with the performance (number of words produced during the 'letter' condition). This possibly reflects an inefficiency pattern related to dysfunction within the language circuitry. In a way analogous to neuroimaging findings that show genetic and age-related influences on dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex activation during executive function tasks ([@bb0330]), our results possibly indicate that AS individuals require a higher level of engagement of task-relevant areas to sustain a performance comparable to that of typically developed controls.

A novel observation is that of abnormal caudate--precuneus connectivity in Asperger syndrome expressed as a function of grey matter heterogeneity. This may relate to increased posterior cortical activation and local connectivity previously documented and suggested to subserve unusual visuospatial abilities present in some individuals with ASD ([@bb0240]).

Alternatively, it may relate to a distinctive pattern of Default Mode Network (DMN) activity in AS. In healthy controls, variability in the DMN-caudate connectivity is sensitive to the genetic status (i.e. variability in dopaminergic genes) ([@bb0335]). In addition, children with ASD demonstrate reduced connectivity between precuneus and caudate nuclei during rest ([@bb0215]). The converging evidence supports the interpretation of that there is an imbalance in DMN activity in people with ASD, with reduced anterior-posterior connectivity at rest, in contrast to a quasi-normal connectivity in the task-positive network ([@bb0045]). Moreover, the typical anticorrelation between task-negative and task-positive networks appears disrupted in ASD ([@bb0045]). In this context, our PPI results, demonstrates a positive correlation between GM heterogeneity and caudate- precuneus connectivity in AS, and hence may reflect "underconnectivity" within the DMN in this disorder. However, a cautionary note is necessary with respect to the concept of "underconnectivity": DMN connectivity may be confounded by factors including age/developmental status, and structural heterogeneity ([@bb0215]).

In addition, the PPI analysis with the caudate nuclei as seed regions demonstrated a main effect of diagnosis unexplained by the texture score: AS participants, relative to controls, showed a negative verbal fluency task modulation of the coupling between the right caudate and the left middle temporal/fusiform gyrus. Interestingly, we had previously noted a strong main effect of diagnosis within the same left fusiform region, which was activated to a much greater extent in AS compared to control participants ([@bb0020]). This region corresponds to the visual word form area (VWFA) ([@bb0090; @bb0230]), suggesting that orthographic representations are more relevant to word generation in Asperger syndrome. While this explanation seems plausible, it should be also stated that the same area shows reliable activation during fMRI paradigms unrelated to reading and orthographic representation of language (including viewing and naming pictures, naming colours, action decision to nonobjects, repeating and thinking about the meaning of heard words) ([@bb0295]). This indicates that VWFA hyperactivation in our AS group may reflect a different role in word production that deserves further exploration.

In general, our results are interpretable in the context of previously demonstrated brain anterior-posterior underconnectivity in ASD ([@bb0175; @bb0340]). Possibly related to weaker connectivity, occipital regions implicated in reading apparently activate quasi-independently and escape the fronto-striatal mediated top-down control. Ultimately, this may lead to a less efficient strategy in word production. One expression of this may be the attenuated cognitive flexibility and slower processing widely observed in ASD when performance occurs in the context of time-constraints or complex cognitive demands ([@bb0190]). From this perspective, the additional recruitment of the VWFA by the AS group may represent a persistent, unregulated and unnecessary engagement of orthographic representations (here visualisation of the target letter during the 'letter' condition). Another interpretation relates to the basal ganglia roles as key nodes in the prefrontal--striatal circuits, which mediate attention and response set switching, probably through a mechanism of salience-based selective sensory gating ([@bb0145; @bb0395]).

In the present study we undertook further model-based connectivity analyses to gain more insight into the impact of ASDs causal interactions between brain regions engaged by the language (word generation) task and its control condition. We used dynamic causal modelling (DCM) first to explore the directionality along the intrinsic connectivity independent of direct task effects. In AS, the model that best accounted for the temporal dynamics of interregional activations emphasised feed-forward connections from the precuneus to caudate and then onto the left IFG and right IFG/insula. This stood out as quite different from the optimal model in controls, which was characterised by top-down backward connections from the left IFG and right IFG/insula onto caudate and from the caudate to precuneus.

These causal models confirmed the prediction that there is dominance within Asperger syndrome (AS) of bottom-up influences from the posterior regions supporting stimulus-driven visual strategies during cognitive processes ([@bb0180]). In contrast, stronger top-down connections in controls are suggestive of a preferential use of strategies based on executive functions/cognitive control during task execution. Moreover, these findings of bottom-up directionality in ASD fit well with the 'weaker central coherence theory' that explains various autism symptoms by a reduced top-down control leading to a deficiency in complex information integration ([@bb0150; @bb0235]).

Functional maturation of language circuits is linked to the development of effective top-down control: children engage a similar but wider network compared with adults, and rely to a greater extent on the bottom-up processing ([@bb0035; @bb0040]). From this perspective, our results in AS subjects possibly reflect a 'dysmaturation' of the language processing circuits. Interestingly though, the causal connectivity analyses that explicitly incorporated modulatory effects of the language task did not profoundly alter these connectivity patterns. In participants with AS, word generation, prompted by presentation of letter stimuli, had only a weak impact on prefrontal-caudate connectivity. However, in the controls prevailed the model of connectivity between right IFG/insula and caudate, confirming additional executive/cognitive control contributions to word generation in this group. The right IFG/insula and striatum participate in complex lexical processing (i.e. motor aspects of speech production and planning, monitoring of semantic decisions, resolving lexical ambiguities, sequencing, prosody detection) ([@bb0065; @bb0105; @bb0115; @bb0200; @bb0255; @bb0290; @bb0325; @bb0385; @bb0410]). Likewise, a more general contribution of these two regions to the cognitive control (selective attention, response selection, response inhibition and task switching) is also recognised ([@bb0155; @bb0170; @bb0315; @bb0320]). Thus, we interpret the differential modulatory effects of the language task in AS and controls as further evidence of atypical connectivity of cognitive control networks in autism.

An alternative explanation may derive from the deficits in social interaction, which are associated with dysfunction in similar fronto-striatal networks. Behavioural and physiological studies show that social behaviour expressed through facial mimicry is sensitive to reward value signals and directly correlates with autistic traits in general population ([@bb0350]). Neuroimaging studies of facial mimicry and emotional empathy, find that children with high-functioning autism fail to engage inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis) to the same extent as typically developing controls ([@bb0085]). While the language deficits in Asperger syndrome (AS) pertain mainly to the social use ([@bb0310]), it is possible that word production in this group reflects a peculiar strategy linked to social aspects of language. However, this interpretation is still speculative since we used a covert verbal fluency task during our fMRI study.

Nevertheless, our corroborated results suggest a more generic neurofunctional substrate to the language profiles observed in Asperger syndrome, originating in impairments of executive function and possible social interaction.

The pattern of effective connectivity observed in the AS group may also lead to set-switching impairments. Within- and cross-modal switching deficits are recognised in children with ASD relative to the typically developed matched controls ([@bb0305]) and, during visual attention, delayed fronto-cerebellar activations in the systems ([@bb0030]).

Overall, our effective connectivity results qualify a recently proposed overarching explanatory model of ASD, that of disrupted cortical connectivity ([@bb0190]) to incorporate the view that basal ganglia abnormalities have key roles within this model through the aberrant routing of the information among distributed cortical processing centres ([@bb0285]). An important feature of our study is the integration of neuroimaging datasets and methodologies to provide fresh insight into neural substrates underlying the pathogenesis of ASD.

4.1. Limitations {#s0120}
----------------

Caution is required in generalisation of these results, since the precise relationship between grey matter textural parameters and the subjacent cytoarchitecture is yet to be systematically quantified. Progress in this is of course limited by availability of *postmortem* materials, however high field structural MRI may soon bridge this information gap. In addition, further neuroimaging studies will help define the functional consequences of grey-matter heterogeneity on brain activation across specific neurocognitive tasks.

While grey matter textural heterogeneity modulated the caudate--cortical connectivity in the PPI group-level analysis, the relationship of texture parameters with DCM parameters is less clear. However, PPI analysis with grey matter texture parameters guided the ROIs selection for the construction and testing the dynamic causal models. Likewise, a complementary way to explore the effect of grey-matter heterogeneity on connectivity is to examine the relationship between the textural-parameters and structural measures of white mater pathways (e.g. diffusion tensor imaging/fractional anisotropy).

We also acknowledge that it is premature to make generalised inferences about fronto-striatal 'deficiency' across multiple cognitive domains in AS without a more complex neuropsychological and neurophysiologic testing. A broader experimental approach specifically designed to show differences and similarities within and between ASDs and typically-developed individuals will help to better characterise the aberrant circuitry in AS.

Notwithstanding the above limitations, the corroborated findings from our present and previous studies on Asperger individuals ([@bb0020; @bb0025; @bb0300]) represent a proof of concept in favour of informed multi-modal MRI approach in comprehensive characterisation of complex mental disorders. Specifically, the textural parameters expressing grey matter heterogeneity linked structural and functional modalities. Initially, these measures directed attention to structural differences in caudate volume in Asperger syndrome participants. Subsequently, these results served as basis for selecting the regions of interest for the effective connectivity analyses and helped highlighting disturbances in brain circuitry of language and visual attention in Asperger syndrome. These data converge on a disconnection account that emphasises the striatum as a critical structure in the brain basis of ASD.

In conclusion, our study combined textural analysis of grey matter images and fMRI effective connectivity techniques to show abnormalities in distributed fronto-striatal-parietal networks in Asperger syndrome, consistent with models of imbalanced top-down/bottom-up functional connections. Future studies may profit from focussing on these circuits. In particular, they may represent concrete targets for future diagnostic and therapeutical strategies in ASD.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary material.Supplementary Table 1Participant specific MNI coordinates used for extracting the time series summaries (VOI) of the four regions used in the DCM specification.Supplementary Fig. 1Results of conventional fMRI analysis (group-level GLM) during verbal fluency. A. Interaction effect condition × diagnosis showing significant BOLD response within three clusters (numbers 1--3 in red): 1. Left middle occipital gyrus (BA 37) (MNI: − 56 − 66 − 12; k = 145), 2. Left precentral gyrus (MNI: − 52 − 6 42; k = 283), 3. Left inferior parietal lobule (MNI: − 38 − 40 42; k = 247). B. Plots of effect size and directionality created with REX (<http://gablab.mit.edu/index.php/research/95-gablabsite/ablab/people/swg>). Condition 1 = „letter„, condition 2 = „control„, diagnosis 1 = controls, diagnosis 2 = AS.Supplementary Fig. 2Conventional fMRI post hoc analysis results (within group specific effects). Top left panel: statistical parametric map showing a left inferior frontal gyrus (L-IFG) cluster (BA 44) with higher activation in AS group during "letter" \> "control". Top right panel: plot showing significant correlation between the mean extracted from the L-IFG cluster and performance during word production in AS (1:R^2^ = R squared in controls; 2:R^2^ = R squared in AS; blue slope and circles = controls; red slope and triangles = AS). Bottom panel: Plots of effect size and directionality created with REX (<http://gablab.mit.edu/index.php/research/95-gablabsite/gablab/people/swg>). Condition 1 = „letter„, condition 2 = „control„, diagnosis 1 = controls, diagnosis 2 = AS.Supplementary Fig. 3Results of conventional fMRI analysis (group-level GLM) during verbal fluency showing caudate activity. Left column: main effect of condition ("letter" \> "control") showing strong BOLD response in a left basal ganglia cluster comprising peaks within caudate, putamen, and pallidum. Right column: non-significant main effect of diagnosis 40 (AS \> controls) on a right pallidum cluster. Statistical parametric maps overlaid on a MNI template. Plots of effect size created with REX (<http://gablab.mit.edu/index.php/research/95-gablab-site/gablab/people/swg>).Supplementary Fig. 4PPI analysis: interaction 'diagnosis × texture score' on the caudate--anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) connectivity. Top panel: statistical parametric map showing the location (MNI coordinates) of the ACC cluster. Bottom panel: plot (effect size) representing the texture effect on the left caudate--right ACC connectivity. *Abbreviations*: Contr = controls; AS = Asperger syndrome; L = left; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute.Supplementary Fig. 5Results of PPI analysis at group-level independent of grey matter texture heterogeneity modulation. Manipulation of experimental condition ("letter"--word production vs. "control"--visual attention) positively modulated the right caudate coupling with the left middle temporal/fusiform gyrus in controls, whereas the opposite (negative modulation) was observed in Asperger syndrome (AS). Statistical parametric maps overlaid on a MNI template. Plots of effect size created with REX (<http://gablab.mit.edu/index.php/research/95-gablab-site/gablab/people/swg>).
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![Integrative "stepwise" strategy for linking distributed MRI structural abnormalities to brain regions functionality and inter-connectivity in Asperger syndrome.](gr1){#f0005}

![The architecture of the dynamic causal models (DCMs). *Upper panel*: The first DCMs featuring intrinsic connectivity independent of the experimental effects; backbone of the models represented by connections between four nodes: L-IFG, R-IFG, Caud and PCu. Caudate is represented as a relay between the frontal (L-IFG, R-IFG) and parietal (PCu) regions. The first two models feature only bi-directional connections (blue arrows); model 3 describes the top-down/backward connections (L-IFG, respectively R-IFG to Caud); model 4 describes the bottom-up/forward connections (PCu to Caud, Caud to L- and R-IFG). Stimulus-bound perturbations (driving inputs) entered the model in the frontal and parietal nodes ('Letter' through the L-IFG, 'All stimuli' through the R-IFG and 'Control' through PCu; black dashed arrows). *Bottom panel*: The modulatory effects of the condition of interest ('Letter'-word production) represented in six DCMs --- three based on the top-down/backward model 3 (left) and three based on the bottom-up/forward model 4 (right). 'Letter' condition modulates the connectivity strength of each top-down/bottom-up connection (blue cells). *Abbreviations*: L-IFG = left inferior frontal gyrus/insula; R-IFG = right inferior frontal gyrus/insula; Caud = caudate; PCu = precuneus.](gr2){#f0010}

![*PPI analysis*: interaction 'diagnosis × texture score' on the caudate connectivity. The top panels show statistical parametric maps overlaid on an MNI template. The middle and bottom panels show the plots (effect size and correlation) representing the texture effect on the left and right caudate connectivity. *Left*: in AS there is a positive relationship between texture score and the connectivity between the left caudate and right precuneus during word generation. *Middle*: in controls there is a positive task-dependent correlation between the texture score and the connectivity between left caudate and the right inferior frontal gyrus/insula, whereas in AS the reverse is observed. *Right*: in AS there is a negative correlation between the texture score and the connectivity between the right caudate and the left superior frontal gyrus during word production vs. visual attention. *Abbreviations*: R^2^ = the square of coefficient of multiple correlation; Con/Contr = controls; AS = Asperger syndrome; GM = grey matter; R = right; L = left; G = gyrus; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute.](gr3){#f0015}

![The results of the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) on the models featuring the intrinsic connectivity independent of experimental modulatory effects. In controls, a top-down/backward model is favoured (left), while in AS the bottom-up/forward model is predominant. *Legend*: Inf Fr G = inferior frontal gyrus; Ins = right inferior frontal gyrus/insula; Cau = caudate; PCu = precuneus; stim = stimuli.](gr4){#f0020}

![The results of the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) on the models featuring the experimental modulatory effects of 'Letter' on intrinsic connections. In controls, the top-down/backward models are the strongest (left), while in AS the bottom-up/forward models and top-down models have comparable weights. *Abbreviations*: L-IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; R-IFG = right inferior frontal gyrus/insula; Caud = caudate; PCu = precuneus.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Demographic and behavioural data.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                   AS^a^ (N = 22; M/F^b^ = 11/11)    HV^c^ (N = 26; M/F^b^ = 12/14)   Total (N = 48; M/F^b^ = 23/25)
  -------------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  Age (mean ± SD)                  32.45 ± 7.9\                      29.46 ± 6.8\                     30.83 ± 7.4\
                                   (Min = 21; max = 47)              (Min = 19; max = 49)             (Min = 19; max = 49)

  NART^d^ (mean ± SD)              29.95 ± 7.9\                      35.08 ± 6.3\                     32.73 ± 7.5\
                                   (Min = 13; max = 40)              (Min = 23; max = 44)             (Min = 13; max = 44)

  FLU^e^ performance (mean ± SD)   53.55 ± 16.2\                     60.19 ± 18.5\                    57.15 ± 17.64\
                                   (Min = 25; max = 89)              (Min = 22; max = 96)             (Min = 22; max = 96)

  Handedness                       L^f^ = 2; R^g^ = 19; N/A^h^ = 1   L^f^ = 3; R^g^ = 23              L^f^ = 5; R^g^ = 42; N/A^h^ = 1

  Medication status                AD^i^ = 8 (M/F = 2/6)             AD^i^ = 2 (M/F = 1/1)            AD^i^ = 10 (M/F = 3/7)
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Legend: AS^a^ = Asperger syndrome; M/F^b^: M = males, F = females; HV^c^ = healthy volunteers; NART^d^ = National Adult Reading Test; FLU^e^ = verbal fluency; L^f^ = left; R^g^ = right; N/A^h^ = not available; AD^i^ = antidepressants.
